Stories

Circumvention Claims About Imported Uncoated Paper Rolls Being Investigated

Video: Why Print Envelopes? This In-plant Knows

Tips for Effective Interviewing

Overcoming the Knowledge Gap and Adding Value With Digital Printing Embellishments

10 Key Considerations for Programmatic Partner Selection

How to Use Sentiment Analysis to Transform Your Digital Marketing Strategy

Industry News

Xploration Tour Philadelphia Expands Agenda

APTech Announces the Recipients of the Harold W. Gegenheimer Awards

Solimar® Print Director™ Enterprise v9.0 delivers major updates and new functionality

Messagepoint's AI-Powered CCM Solution Now Listed on Salesforce AppExchange

Brand Print Americas 2020 Officially Launches In Chicago

Racami LLC and Perez Trading Company Announce Strategic Partnership
Ricoh spreads the power of alliances and its "Spirit of Three Loves" philosophy across the printing community

DATAMATX Certified as a Veteran-Owned Small Business

Doxim Announces Appointment Of Michael Rogalski As President And CEO

Madison Advisors’ Kemal Carr Shares Successful Document Print and Mail Outsourcing Strategies at 2019 Xploration Tour in Omaha

Quadient Places Second In Annual Ranking of French Software Horizontal Publishers for Second Year in a Row

### Complimentary Webcasts

**November 6th** - [Transform your Business — Become a Trusted CX Partner](#) - Sponsored by Quadient

**November 13th** - [The 4 Horsemen of CCM](#) - Sponsored by Racami

You can always check out a complete listing of upcoming events by date, by simply [clicking here!](#) You can register well in advance for any event that is currently open and we will remind you as the event gets closer!

### Interesting and Cool Stuff

- [This Technique Can Make It Easier for AI to Understand Videos](#)
- Uber will pay drivers and couriers after every trip
- Fitbit stock spikes 30% on report that Google wants to buy it

### Blogs

- [Neopost Rebranding Itself as Quadient](#)
- [The Wayfair Sales Tax Decision (Nightmare) and How It Affects the Printing Industry](#)
- [The View from the Other Side: Print Buyers’ Revenues](#)

### Job Postings

**Seeking:**
- Susan Tiffany - Tampa, Florida
- Stephen Martin - Greater Minneapolis Area

**Available:**
- Sr. Exstream Dialogue Software Developer - Salem, NH
- Sales Executive - Atlanta, GA
- Print Operator – Brantford, Ontario
- Mail Insertion Machine Operator - Brantford, ON
- Sales & Support Engineer
- Programmer - Atlanta, GA
- Doc Composition Specialist - Los Angeles, CA
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